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Table 1 Material composition and their dimensions for the initial and Table 2 Atomic number densities ofSS316LN-IG used in the induced 
final configurations activity analysis 

Components Material volume Thickness 
fraction (cm) 

Blanket SS316・709も， 58 
Water:30% 

Shield plug #1 SS316:70%， 58 
Water:30% 

Gap b/w blank巴tand Void 4 (5)* 
plug#1 

I Vacuum vessel SS316:60%， 64 
water:40% 

Equatorial port wall SS316:60%， 20 
wat巴r:40%

Shield plug 2 SS316:60%， 64 
water:40% 

Gap b/w port wall and Void 2 (4) * 

plug#2 

Primary closure plate SS316:60%， 28 (40)' 
water:40% 

Inter時coilstructure SS316:100% 
(Front part) 

Inter-coil structure SS316:20% 
(Rear part) 

Cryostat SS316:100% 5 

Biological shield Concrete: 1 00% 126 

Pit wall Concrete: 1 00% 200 

* Values in parentheses are for the final configuration. 

(Unit in 1024 atoms/cm3) 

Element Number density Element Nu批

IOB 1.74916E匂 06 Fe 5.56000E-02 

118 7.08600E-06 Co 4.05200E-05 

C 8. 94700E-05 Ni 9.96800E-03 

N 2.38700E-04 Cu 7.51600E-05 

O 5.97100E-06 Zr 1.04700E-06 

AI 8.85100E-05 Nb 2.57030E-06 

Si 8.50300E-04 Mo 1.24500E-03 

31p 3.85500E-05 Sn 8.04700E回07

S 1.11726E-05 Ta 2.64000E-07 

K 6. 1 0800E-07 W 2.59280E-07 

Ti 1.49600E-04 Pb 1.81 542E-07 

V 3.75000E-06 1.82800E-07 

Cr 1.60700E-02 8.52250E-02 

恥1n 1.56500E-03 
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tion library， GROUPIN(6). 

The material composition and the main dimensions of the 

model (e.g. gap width and shield plug thickness) are shown in 

Table 1. The “initial configuration" is based on the initial shield 制醇却

design and the "final configuration" is based on the improved 

shield design both from the shielding and structural points of 

view. The atomic number densities ofthe steel are shown in 

Table 2， which are based on the element composition of 
SS316UふIG(8)，the main structural and shielding material. 

111. Calculation ResuIts 

1. Two-Dimensional Calculation 
The fast neutron flux contour obtained with DOT3.5 for 

the final configuration is shown in Fig. 4. The fast neutron 

flux behind the primary closure plate is about 4 to 

8x106 cmセー1.The dose rate contour around the cIosure plate 
106 s a丘町 shutdownis shown in Fig. 5. The dose rate behind 

the primary closure plate is about 60 to 120μSv/h. Main 

contributors to the dose rateare 54Mn， 58CO and 60Co produced 

from the iron and nickel components and the cobalt impurity 

in the stainless steel， SS316LN-IG. The conversion factor in 
the space between the primary closure plate and the cryostat 

is about 1.5x 10δ[μSv/h]/[cm-2s-l]. 

The fast neutron flux and the dose rate behind the primary 

cIosure plate for the initial configuration are about 8 to 1 Ox 1 06 

cm-2s-1 and 160 to 200mSv/h" which are 1arger than those of 

the final configuration. The conversion factor is about 
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Fig.4 Fast n巴utronflux contour for the final configuration obtained 
with D0T3.5 for the final configuration ofthe equatorial 
mamtenance po此

2x 10-5 [μSv/h]/[cmセ1].

The main causes of the difference between the initial and 

final configurations are the gap widths and the thickness of 
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